We conduct a first fundamental analysis of the working principles of binary differential evolution (BDE), an optimization heuristic for binary decision variables that was derived by Gong and Tuson (2007) from the very successful classic differential evolution (DE) for continuous optimization. We show that unlike most other optimization paradigms, it is stable in the sense that neutral bit values are sampled with probability close to 1/2. This is generally a desirable property, however, it makes it harder to find the optima for decision variables with small influence on the objective function. This can result in an optimization time exponential in the dimension when optimizing simple symmetric functions like OneMax. On the positive side, BDE quickly detects and optimizes the most important decision variables. For example, dominant bits converge to the optimal value in time logarithmic in the population size. This leads to a very good performance in the situation where the decision variables have a differently strong influence on the result, in particular, when the target is not to find the optimal solution, but only a good one. Overall, our results indicate that BDE is an interesting optimization paradigm having characteristics significantly different from the classic evolutionary algorithms or EDAs.
INTRODUCTION
The family of Differential Evolution (DE) heuristics, first proposed by Storn and Price in 1995 [15] , has become as one of the most successful branches of the evolutionary computation for continuous optimization and has been applied to many real world problems.
However, compared to the abundance of results in continuous optimization, DE for discrete search spaces is much less understood. The difficulties start with how to implement the inherently continuous working principles of DE in discrete search spaces. One approach is to embed the discrete optimization problem into a continuous setting and then utilize continuous DE. For instance, for the individuals that the continuous DE generated, Pampará, Engelbrecht and Franken [11] utilize angle modulation to generate the binary string from the floating-point individuals, and Engelbrecht and Pampará [4] further use the sigmoid value of the individual as the probability to generate the bit value, and also propose a normalization mapping. Much less effort has been put into the design of truly discrete DE algorithms. Historically the first to do so, to the best of our knowledge, is Gong and Tuson [6] . They apply the rigorous forma analysis method to derive in a generic way a DE variant for binary search spaces. Moraglio and Togelius as well as Moraglio, Togelius and Silva [8, 9] define discrete versions of DE via another generic approach, namely by requiring that certain geometric properties of the operators should be maintained. They demonstrate the usefulness of this approach not only for binary representations, but also for permutations and vectors of permutations. Recently, Santucci, Baioletti and Milani [13] propose another differential mutation for permutation.
To the best of our knowledge, apart from the axiomatic definitions of the different binary DE algorithms, there are no theoretical analyses of these methods so far. This contrasts the increasing theoretical understandings on other evolutionary algorithms like simple mutation-based algorithms [3] , the compact Genetic Algorithm [2] , ant colony optimizers [7, 10] , and estimation-of-distribution algorithms [1] . The lack of theoretical work on binary DE could be caused by the relatively complicated dependencies in the stochastic process of a run of a DE heuristic. There are two types of the stochastic dependencies in the DE, one from the reuse of the same individuals when generating the mutant, and the other from the selection operator. As we shall see in this work, these dependencies lead to difficulties which are not present in the analysis of the other evolutionary algorithms named above which treat the different bit positions independently (apart from the fitness-based selection).
Since a theoretical understanding of an evolutionary algorithm can be very useful for its future use, this paper conducts a first fundamental analysis of the working principles of the binary differential evolution (BDE) algorithm proposed by Gong and Tuson [6] . We concentrate on this BDE, since it is the historically first and because we feel that its derivation via forma analysis makes it most likely that it inherits the true nature of DE from the continuous world. However, we expect that our results in a similar manner hold for other variants of BDE.
We show that the stochastic dependencies discussed above lead to a behavior significantly different from what is observed with many other nature-inspired optimization heuristics, in particular those, for which a solid theoretical understanding exists. For example, many heuristics have the property that at any time any point of the search space can be generated (possibly with a small probability). For BDE, this is substantially different. For example, we show that from the random initial population, only an exponentially small fraction of all individuals can be generated in one iteration (see Theorem 3.1). In a similar vein, we present an objective function f and a population P such that BDE from this population with probability 1 never finds the optimum of f . Here P can be chosen exponentially large (in the dimension) and for each bit position each value may occur exponentially often (Theorem 3.3).
Unlike most other optimization paradigms for bit-string representations, we show that BDE is stable in the sense of Friedrich et al. [5] , that is, the neutral bit values are sampled with probability close to 1 2 for a long time. We prove that BDE is stable when solving the Needle function, where all bits are neutral before the optimum is found. Here, precisely, we show that for a time exponential in the population size all bit values are sampled with frequencies in
where ϵ > 0 can be any small constant. The inherent dependencies in BDE prevent us from mathematically extending this stability result to arbitrary neutral bits. Therefore, similar to the mean-field approach in statistical physics, we analyze a simpler but similar model called iBDE in which each bit position is treated independently when generating the mutant. We experimentally show the similarity of the behavior between BDE and iBDE on neutral bits and theoretically show the stability of iBDE on neutral bits. As a contrast, extending and sharpening results from [5] (partially also announced without proof in [16] ), we show that in the algorithms UMDA and cGA, the sampling frequencies of neutral bits hit the absorbing boundaries 0 and 1 (or the artificial boundaries 1 D and 1 − 1 D when these are used) in expected times Θ(µ) and Θ(K 2 ), see Section 4.3.
As a second positive property, we show that BDE can quickly detect and optimize the most important decision variables. For instance, we prove rigorously that a dominant bit converges to the optimal value in time logarithmic in the population size. This leads to a very good performance in the situation where the decision variables have a differently strong influence on the result, in particular, when the target is not to find the optimal solution, but only a good one. We theoretically discuss the runtime of BDE for the LeadingOnes function under the assumption that the frequency of the ones in the population cannot hugely drop during a long generation time. Similar to the discussion for neutral bits, we mathematically verify that this assumption holds for iBDE and experimentally show the similarity of BDE and iBDE.
Although the stability is generally a desirable property, it makes it hard to find the optimal values for decision variables with small influence on the objective function. We take the OneMax function as an example, and argue that the expected time is at least exponential in the dimension of the problem when the probability for generating the value 1 in the initial population is greater than 1 2 . Besides, we show the large population size may be detrimental for BDE, which is quite different from most optimization paradigms.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief introduction to BDE as proposed by Gong and Tuson [6] . The stochastic dependencies and the proposed meanfield approaches are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes the behavior of neutral bits, whereas dominant bits are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 discusses negative consequences from stability for easy objective function. Section 7 concludes our work.
BINARY DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION
This paper discusses the optimization behavior of Binary Differential Evolution (BDE) as proposed by Gong and Tuson [6] . We regard exclusively the variant DE/res/bin [6] . This BDE algorithm with binomial crossover is shown in Alg. 1. Throughout this paper, we consider the maximization of a D-dimensional pseudo-Boolean function f : {0, 1} D → R. The initial population P 0 consists of N randomly generated individuals.
Algorithm 1 originalBDE 1: Generate the random initial population P 0 = {X 0 i , i = 1, . . . , N } 2: for д = 0, 1, 2, . . . do 3: for i = 1, 2, . . . , N do %% Mutation
4:
Generate mutually different r 1 , r 2 , r 3 from {1, . . . , N }\{i } uniformly at random 5: Generate a random number mrand j ∈ [0, 1] for each j ∈ {1, . . . , D }
6:
Define the mutant V д i via for j ∈ {1, . . . , D },
otherwise.
%% Binomial Crossover
7:
Generate a random number crand j ∈ [0, 1] for each j ∈ {1, . . . , D } 8: In the main optimization loop, for each individual X д i of the parent population, a mutant V д i is generated as follows. Three mutually different indices r 1 , r 2 and r 3 are picked randomly from {1, . . . , N }\{i}. The individual X д r 1 is called the base vector. The individuals X д r 2 and X д r 3 together with the random numbers mrand j determine whether a bit value of X д r 1 is flipped or not. Then, a crossover between the mutant V д i and this corresponding parent X д i determines the trial vector U д i . Among the two crossover operators commonly used in DE, exponential crossover and binomial crossover, we only discuss binomial crossover as this is closer to what is commonly used in discrete evolutionary optimization. Also, the experimental results conducted in [6] suggest that binomial crossover leads to better results on the typical benchmark problems of the theory community. The binomial crossover of DE is a biased uniform crossover such that, for each bit position j ∈ {1, . . . , D} independently, the trial U д i inherits the j-th bit from V д i with probability C, otherwise we have U
Traditionally, in DE one ensures that the trial vector inherits at least one bit position from the mutant vector. For this, a random index ridx ∈ {1, . . . , D} is chosen and U д i is defined by
that is, we enforce the bit position ridx to be taken from the mutant. In this first theoretical analysis of BDE, we omit this mechanism. The main reason is that it adds another technicality, but one which most likely does not change a lot. Note that the probability that (without this mechanism) no bit is taken from the mutant, is (1−C) D , that is, exponentially small in D. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that during a polynomial runtime of the algorithm such an event happens. Hence throughout the paper, to make the analysis simpler, we omit this additional technicality.
The final step of BDE is an offspring-parent selection. If the trial vector U д i has at least as good fitness as the parent X д i , then the replacement happens, that is, we have X д+1 i = U д i . Otherwise, the parent X д i will enter the next generation as X д+1 i .
STOCHASTIC DEPENDENCIES AND MEAN-FIELD APPROACHES 3.1 Stochastic Dependencies
From the description of BDE in the previous section, we observe a large number of the stochastic dependencies in BDE. In the mutation operator, three other individuals are used to generate the mutant. For this reason, the bits of the mutant are far from being independent. As we shall see, this has drastic consequences on which offspring can be generated in one generation and on the convergence behavior of BDE. The second type of dependencies stems from the selection operator. Selection always is a cause for dependencies, since it does not regard bits independently, but their combined influence on the fitness. For BDE, things are made worse by the parent-offspring selection mechanism which does not enable a competition between all parents and offspring.
It is quite likely that BDE rather profits from these dependencies as they might favor the creation and survival of building blocks (in the mutation step) and favor diversity (in the selection step). From the view-point of gaining a rigorous understanding of the working principles of BDE, these dependencies create significant challenges, unfortunately. In the remainder of this section, we prove three results which show that and how the dependencies lead to a behavior significantly different from that of many other evolutionary algorithms, in particular those, for which a substantial theoretical understanding exists.
Reachable offspring:
We say that an individual X is reachable from a parent population P if X can be generated with positive (possibly very small) probability from the parent population. In many evolutionary algorithms, each search point X is reachable at all times. This is immediate for all algorithms which use standard bit mutation (flipping each bit independently with some probability like 1/D). For most distribution-based heuristics like estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) or ant colony optimizers (ACO), again any search point can be generated as long as none of the frequencies or pheromone values (usually initialized at 1 2 ) has converged to 0 or 1. When, as often done, these methods are used with artificial boundaries, preventing the frequencies or pheromone values from leaving an interval like
, then at all times any search point is reachable.
We now show that BDE is substantially different in this respect. It is clear that once a bit value has converged, that is, in all individuals of the population the value of this bit is identical, then in all future individuals this bit will have this same value (and consequently, not all individual are reachable). However, also long before this convergence the vast majority of the individuals cannot be reached in one generation. The following result shows that for a given target search point X * , with very high probability, starting from the initial random population, this X * and all search points in Hamming distance at most εD, ε < 1 8 , cannot be reached in one generation. Theorem 3.1. Consider using BDE with population size N to solve a D-dimensional function f . Let X * be any target search point and c ∈ (0, 1 8 ). Then with probability at least 1 − N 4 exp(−2c 2 D), BDE can generate no search point X with Hamming distance H (X , X * ) ≤ ( 1 8 − c)D directly from the random initial population.
Note that the upper bound N 4 exp(−2c 2 D) for the probability of being able to generate some search point X with H (X , X * ) ≤ ( 1 8 − c)D is exponentially small in D unless we work with an exponentially large population.
The same argument as above leads to a global view on the problem, namely that the expected number of reachable individuals is very small (compared to the size 2 D of the search space). Recall here that reachable does not mean that the individual is generated or it is likely to be generated, it just means that there is a theoretical chance that it shows up as offspring. Hence the following result shows that for the vast majority of individuals it is a priori clear that they cannot show up as offspring of the initial population. Due to the strong dependencies, we cannot show such a result for all iterations, but we suspect that in a typical run this phenomenon is true throughout the run and rather becomes stronger (among others, due to the convergence of bit values). Convergence: Note that the random initial population at most with a probability of D2 −N +1 contains a converged bit. Hence for N mildly larger than log 2 D, the initial population with high probability contains both zero(s) and one(s) in each bit position, but (as the results above show) many search points cannot be generated in one generation from this initial population. This raises the question of convergence.
The fact that not all search points can be generated at all times implies that the classic convergence proofs fail for BDE. In fact, the following result shows that BDE does not converge on all fitness functions, and this phenomenon can occur even without that a bit position is converged. This demonstrates again the strong influence of the stochastic dependencies on the search process. Theorem 3.3. There is a fitness function f : {0, 1} D → R and an initial population P 0 without converged bits such that BDE in an arbitrary long runtime does not find the optimum of f . The initial population P 0 can be chosen even of size exponential in D and with all bit values appearing exponentially often at all positions.
Actually, the construction used in the proof of Theorem 3.3 is artificial. However, it points out that BDE does not necessarily converge, and, more importantly, that non-convergence can be determined already by a population that has no converged bits.
This also shows that it is a non-trivial problem to detect if a run of BDE has entered a state from which it cannot generate the whole search space anymore. Note that this question is trivial for most EDAs and ACO algorithms since any search point can be generated if and only if there are no converged frequencies or pheromone values, a criterion that is easy to check.
Mean-Field Approaches and Independent BDE (iDBE)
In statistical physics often the situation arises that the stochastic interactions between different particles are too hard to grasp mathematically. A common solution, called mean-field theory, is to disregard some of the dependencies and to conduct a mathematical analysis of the simplified model. The results obtained in the simplified model, naturally, are not immediately valid for the original model, but they can point into the right direction and they can be made plausible by arguing, possibly supported by experiments, that the simplification does not lead to a significant discrepancy of the two models. Since the dependencies caused by the mutation operator impose significant difficulties in understanding the working principles of BDE, we shall resort to a similar approach in some of the following analyses of BDE. To this aim, we propose a variant of BDE, called independent BDE (iBDE), which generates the bits of a mutant independently but is otherwise identical to BDE. More precisely, when generating a mutant V д i , for each bit position j independently, we select mutually different (and different from X
2 for the precise pseudocode. Whenever in the following sections we resort to analyzing iBDE, we shall also argue for the similarity between iBDE and the original BDE in the particular respect regarded. Note that iBDE and BDE do differ in some respects, e.g., the reachability and convergence results shown in this section naturally are not valid for iBDE.
STABILITY, BEHAVIOR OF NEUTRAL BITS
A neutral bit is a bit that has no influence on the fitness. When a bit is neutral, it would make sense that its sampling frequency in estimation-of-distribution algorithms (EDA) or ant colony optimizers (ACO) stays close to 1 2 for a longer time. This property was Algorithm 2 iBDE 1: Generate the random initial population P 0 = {X 0 i , i = 1, . . . , N } 2: for д = 0, 1, 2, . . . do 3: for i = 1, 2, . . . , N do %% Modified Mutation 4:
for j = 1, 2, . . . , D do 5:
Generate mutually different r 1 , r 2 , r 3 from {1, . . . , N }\{i } uniformly at random 6: Generate a random number mrand j ∈ [0, 1] 7:
Generate the j t h bit position value of the mutant V д i via
otherwise. 8: end for %% Binomial Crossover
9:
Generate a random number crand j ∈ [0, 1] for each j ∈ {1, . . . , D } 10:
i 's fitness is better or as good as X д i 's. 12: end for 13: end for called stable by Friedrich, Kötzing, and Krejca [5] . Unfortunately, as shown in [5] , all classic EDAs and ACOs are not stable. This can lead to performance problems. The recent work of Witt [17] suggests that the UMDA algorithm suffers a significant performance loss from the fact that it is not stable and that thus, depending on the parameters, some frequencies of (almost) neutral bits hit the boundary values.
In this section, we shall argue that BDE is more stable than the classic EDAs and ACO algorithms. To this aim, we both show stability results for BDE and iBDE and we show that an improved instability result for the EDA called PBIL (which includes UMDA and λ-MMAS) and the compact genetic algorithm (cGA).
The following formal definition of stability given in [5] is slightly technical and does not fully grasp the properties we are interested in.
Definition 4.1 ([5]
). An n-Bernoulli-λ-EDA A is stable if, for all findependent positions i of A, the limit distribution of frequency p (t ) i , as t → ∞, exists and is symmetric around 1 2 , taking its maximum at 1 2 , and is strictly monotonically decreasing from 1 2 toward the borders.
Since the main problem of instability appears to be that frequencies approach too fast the boundary regions, we shall rather regard the time until a frequency leaves a constant-length region around the middle value 1 2 . We define this property formally for BDE and use analogous notions for other algorithms. 
with high probability remains in [ 1 2 − δ, 1 2 + δ ] for a number of iterations which is super-polynomial in N .
Stability of BDE When Solving the Needle Function
As our first argument for the stability of BDE, we prove rigorously that when optimizing the Needle function via BDE, then the bit frequencies stay close to 1 2 for a time exponentially long in the population size N . This result stands in sharp contrast to our later results showing, e.g., that any neutral bit in a run of the cGA after an expected number of O(K 2 ) iteration hits one of the boundary values (where K is the hypothetical population size of the cGA), and O(µ 2 ) for UMDA without margins.
We recall that the D-dimensional Needle function is the fitness function f : {0, 1} D → {0, 1} defined by f (x) = 1 if and only if x = (1, . . . , 1). Hence up to the hitting time of the optimum, all bits behave neutrally. Now we argue that BDE is stable, that is, the frequency of 1s on a given bit position will stay near 0.5 for quite long time. The detailed statement is described in Theorem 4.3. Theorem 4.3. Consider using BDE with population size N ≥ max{ 3 1−F C , 15625 ln 2 288(F C) 2 } to solve the D-dimensional Needle function. Let Y д denote the number of ones on a certain bit position among all the individuals of generation д. Then there is a constant c > 0, depending on F and C only, such that
The above theorem shows that with high probability, the frequencies stay in [0.4, 0.6] for a time exponential in the population size.
The Behavior of an Arbitrary Neutral Bit
In the previous subsection, we proved rigorously that BDE is very stable when optimizing the Needle function. We were not able to show a similar stability result for neutral bits of an arbitrary function. The reasons are the stochastic dependencies both from the mutation operator and the selection. By regarding the Needle function which gives all non-optimal search points the same fitness, we solved this problem by making the selection trivial.
To also have a result for the stability with respect to arbitrary neutral bits, we now resort to our mean-field approach, that is, we argue with experimental data for the fact that neutral bits behave similarly in iBDE and BDE, and then prove that frequencies of neutral bits in a run of iBDE stay in the middle region for an exponential (in N ) time.
Experimental Comparison of the Behavior of Neutral Bits in BDE and iBDE.
Before our mathematical analysis of the behavior of neutral bits in iBDE, we experimentally argue for the fact that BDE and iBDE have a similar behavior on neutral bits. As an example, we take the D-dimensional LeadingOnes function f defined in (1) . The last bit position of the LeadingOnes function is a neutral bit until the optimum is found. However, selection plays an important role in the optimization of LeadingOnes, so it appears that this example is of a very different type as the Needle function.
(1)
For BDE and iBDE we use the same settings D = 1000, N = 1000, F = 0.2, and C = 0.3. Fig. 1 shows the frequencies of the 1000th bit position over time in an exemplary run of the two algorithms. 
The above theorem shows that for iBDE, with high probability, the frequency will stay in [0.4, 0.6] within an exponential generation time in the population size.
From the experiment similarity between BDE and iBDE and the theoretical result about iBDE's stability, we may say BDE is stable on arbitrary neutral bits.
The Behavior of Neutral Bits for the n-Bernoulli-λ-EDA
Different from the stable behavior of BDE and iBDE discussed above, many nature-inspired optimization heuristics are unstable. Since the n-Bernoulli-λ-EDA framework [5] covers many well-known EDAs, such as PBIL (including UMDA and λ-MMAS) and cGA, we discuss the behavior of the n-Bernoulli-λ-EDA framework. As discussed in [5] , PBIL and cGA are not stable on the neutral bit.
Here, we extend and sharpen this instability result and determine, for UMDA and cGA, the first time when the frequency of a neutral bit reaches 0 or 1. This hitting time was announced without proof in [16] for cGA. Theorem 4.5 determines the expected time it takes a neutral bit to hit an absorbing boundary value in a run of UMDA and cGA. Theorem 4.5. Consider we solve some function f with some neutral bit. Let T denote the first time this neutral bit is in one of the two absorbing in states 0 or 1. For UMDA without margins and selecting µ best individuals from the λ offspring generated, we have E[T ] = Θ(µ). For cGA without margins and hypothetical population size K, we have E[T ] = Θ(K 2 ).
Since, as this theorem also shows, EDA frequencies can get stuck in the absorbing states 0 and 1, usually these algorithms are used with margins 1 D and 1 − 1 D . While the margins prevent a premature convergence of a frequency, the algorithm might still need a long time to move a frequency away from these boundary values. Hence having a frequency hit such a boundary value without good reason remains undesirable (see [17] for a runtime analysis indicating this behavior). Clearly, the hitting time of the boundary values is at most the hitting time computed in Theorem 4.5. Without proof, we note that these two hitting times actually are asymptotically equal.
BEHAVIOR OF DOMINANT BITS
One particular strength of BDE, as we will see in this section, is that it optimizes the most important decision variables quickly. We shall prove rigorously that BDE lets the frequency of a dominant bit in the population grow to one in time only logarithmic in the population size. Taking the LeadingOnes function as an example, we demonstrate that BDE is also able to find and optimize a sequence of bits having the property that the next bit becomes dominant when the previous bit has converged. Due to the difficulties of analyzing full runs of BDE, for this result we again need to resort to iBDE or to at least take the assumption that the frequency of bits that are momentarily neutral does not leave the middle range. The LeadingOnes result suggests that BDE is able to optimize in a greedy fashion, optimizing the most profitable decision variable first. This appears to be a valuable property when not necessarily aiming at finding the absolute optimum, but when rather aiming at finding a reasonable good solution in reasonable time.
Convergence Time of a Dominant Bit
Firstly, we take the dominant bit as an example to discuss the behavior on the most important decision variables. A dominant bit is a bit such that the fitness is always better if the value of the bit is one than if the bit value is zero, regardless of the values of the other bits. In the following, let us assume that we optimize some D-dimensional function f via BDE and that f is such that some bit (say bit 1) is dominant, that is, we have f (1, x 2 , . . . , x D ) > f (0, x 2 , . . . , x D ) for all x 2 , . . . , x D ∈ {0, 1}. The following result shows that the dominant bit converges to the optimal value in time logarithmic in the population size. Theorem 5.1. Consider using BDE with population size N ≥ 5−2F 1−F to solve the D-dimensional function f with some dominant bit. Let Z д denote the number of zeros on the dominant bit position among all the individuals of generation д. For the convergence time T := min{д | Z д = 0} of the dominant bit, there is a constant c > 0 and a constant δ ∈ (0, 1) depending on F and C such that with the probability at least 1 − exp(−cN ), the following statements hold.
Runtime of BDE Solving the LeadingOnes Function
The above discussion shows the quick convergence of one dominant bit. It appears straight-forward to extend this result to a sequence of bits having the property that the next bit becomes dominant once the preceding one has converged. If such a sequence of sequentially dominating bits has length D, then the previous result suggest that BDE can optimize them all in time O(D log N ). This is, under suitable assumptions, true. In fact, even more is true. Since BDE does not have to wait until a bit is converged, but can instead already start optimizing later bits of individuals which are further optimized, we can show a runtime of O(D), that is, BDE optimizes such bits in amortized constant time. Let us make this precise. The classic benchmark function having sequentially dominating bits is the LeadingOnes function suggested by Rudolph [12] . The fitness value of a binary string X = (x 1 , ..., x D ) is
Due to the stochastic dependencies in the search process, we cannot prove a runtime result for BDE on LeadingOnes without further assumptions. In fact, the sole difficulty which we have is the one we encountered already in Section 4, namely that we cannot prove that a neutral bit (other than the ones of the Needle function) is stable. Note that in the optimization of LeadingOnes a bit behaves as neutral if there is a zero-bit to the left of it. As we have seen experimentally in Section 4.2.1, the frequencies of these bits stay very close to 1 2 . Hence taking the assumption that such neutral bits have their frequencies bounded away from zero by a constant margin, is very natural. Under such an assumption (which we will further justify below), we can prove the O(D) runtime of BDE on LeadingOnes.
Theorem 5.2. Consider using BDE with population size N > 8 to solve the D-dimensional LeadingOnes function. Assume that in each generation the number of ones on each bit among the whole population is at least 0.1N . Then the expected runtime to find the optimum is O(D) generations.
It remains to argue for the assumption taken in Theorem 5.2. We first remark that this assumption will only be fulfilled if N is sufficiently large. If N is not at least c ln(D) with sufficiently large constant c, then with high probability already the initial population contains a bit-position where all individuals have a zero. Due to the stochastic dependencies in BDE, we are momentarily lacking the methods to do this via a mathematical proof. Therefore, we conduct again an experimental analysis and then discuss this question for iBDE.
The experimental results for BDE solving the LeadingOnes function. Before the mathematical proof of iBDE on the assumption, we experimentally show that Theorem 5.2 holds for BDE without the assumption, and also show the similarity between iBDE and BDE.
BDE and iBDE use the same settings D = 1000, N = 1000, F = 0.2, C = 0.3, and for each algorithm, 100 independent runs are conducted. The average convergence curves and the average minimum frequency curves are plotted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.
We can see the similar behaviors between BDE and iBDE from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . We can see the similar convergence time in Fig. 2 . From the minimum frequency when solving the LeadingOnes function in Fig. 3 , we can observe the assumption in Theorem 5.2 is experimentally rational. From the discussion in this section, we can see that BDE quickly detects and optimizes the most important decision variables.
NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES FROM THE STABILITY OF BDE
We have seen in Section 4 that BDE is stable, that is, for a long time, neutral bits are sampled with probability close to 1 2 . This is generally a desirable property, however, it makes it harder to find the optimal values for decision variables with small influence on the objective function. In the following, we consider the D-dimensional OneMax function as an example and show that BDE has some difficulties optimizing this easy function.
Proof of an Exponential Runtime for a Particular Initialization
Due to the complexity of the stochastic process describing a run of BDE, even on the simple function Onemax, we cannot analyze the performance of BDE on OneMax in full generality. What we can achieve in this subsection is an analysis for the case that BDE starts with all frequencies being at some value larger than 0.5 and smaller than 1. Since the optimum of OneMax is x * = (1, . . . , 1), this means that, compared to the usual uniform random initialization, all frequencies are already closer to the target value of 1. For this setting, we show that BDE needs a time at least exponential in D to find the optimum. Theorem 6.1. Consider using BDE with population size N to solve the D-dimensional OneMax function. Let 0.5 < p < 1. For the initial population, assume that each bit position of each individual is 1 with the probability p. Let A t be the event that over t iterations, BDE generates no trial that is at least as good as its parent. Then there is a constant γ depending on F , C, and p only such that
In particular, the expected optimization time (number of fitness evaluations until the optimum is generated) is at least Ω(exp(γ D)).
Large Population Sizes
The above result could indicate that BDE has significant difficulties optimizing Onemax for larger population sizes. We do not observe this in the following experiments. However, we do observe that BDE does not profit from larger population sizes. The number of generations shows a very low influence by the population size, hence larger populations only waste computational resources. This is a phenomenon also observed for classic DE, see, e.g., [14] .
We consider BDE solving the OneMax function, and set D = 500, F = 0.2, C = 0.3 (same as in [6] ) and N = Table 1 records the number of successful runs (#Success), failed runs caused by premature convergence when the frequency of some bit drops to zero (#Frequency0), and failed runs caused by the limited generation budget (#LimitedFen). The convergence curves of BDE are shown in Fig. 4 . OneMax Average Fitness N=25 N=50 N=100 N=1000 N=10000 Figure 4 : The convergence curves for BDE with different population sizes when solving the OneMax function
From Table 1 , we can see when the population size is small, like N = 25 in this case, BDE has difficulty to find the optimal value because some bit converges to 0. However, we cannot see the benefit of increasing the population size when N ≥ 100 from Table 1 .
CONCLUSION
We have conducted the first fundamental analysis of the working principles of BDE and found that BDE behaves quite differently from classic evolutionary algorithms or distribution-based methods. The dependencies stemming from reusing the same individuals in the mutation operator and from the selection operator appear to be the main reason for this. Unfortunately, they also lead to more difficult mathematical analyses compared with the general univariate algorithms.
While many classic evolutionary algorithms and EDAs can generate any search point from the current population, this is different for BDE. We proved that from the random initial population, only an exponentially small fraction of the search space is reachable in one iteration. This does not necessarily harm the performance, but it makes it harder to decide whether convergence to the optimum is still possible from the current population. We gave an example showing that this question is more difficult for BDE than for most other evolutionary algorithms.
One interesting feature of BDE is that it is more stable (neutral frequencies stay around 1/2) than most other algorithms. This enables BDE to quickly optimize decision variables which initially behave neutral, but then become important (as in the LeadingOnes benchmark). The potential downside of this is that highly symmetric functions like OneMax, where each bit position only has a small influence on the fitness, could be more difficult to optimize.
Overall this work shows that BDE has many interesting features not present in most classic evolutionary algorithms (including EDAs). This first work on the working principles of BDE suggests to explore these in more detail. This work has not identified a reason why DE should in discrete spaces not be similarly successful as in continuous one. One clear challenge arising from this work is to devise mathematical analysis methods that can cope with the inherent stochastic dependencies. At the moment, they make it hard to use the rigorous runtime analysis methodology which greatly improved the understanding of classic evolutionary algorithms.
